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Undoped LiF crystals have been investigated by the methods

of thermoluminescence (TL) in the temperature range of 80�

200 K. A method of analysis of complicated TL peaks, which

allows one to establish the cause of a peak broadening, i.e. to

find whether the peak is an elementary one glowing in accordance

with the second-order kinetics or a compound one formed by

several closely situated elementary peaks, has been proposed. The

method consists in studying the regularities of the peak maximum

position and the peak half-width both considered as functions

of the lightsum, which is modified in two manners, namely,

by varying the excitation time and by heating the specimen

excited at 80 K; to different intermediate temperatures, followed

by its rapid cooling back to the initial excitation temperature

and the registration of the residual TL peak. For a simple peak,

both the ways must give identical results independently of the

kinetics order. In the case of a compound peak, the corresponding

dependences must be different. To illustrate the method, a broad

TL peak at 141 K has been shown to be compound. Its low-

temperature component is a superposition of two or more peaks,

and the high-temperature one is an elementary peak that glows

in accordance with a linear kinetics. The energies of thermal trap

activation, which are responsible for the peak at 141 K, have been

determined as well. The relevant traps can be characterized by

three activation energy values: 0.48, 0.40 (the low-temperature

components), and 0.32 eV (the high-temperature one).

1. Introduction

There are quite a few methods to determine the trap
parameters from those of the TL curves [1�3], but
all of them are applicable only to isolated or slightly
overlapped TL peaks. In practice, we are often faced
with substantially overlapped peaks merged into a single
general maximum. A considerable width of such a peak
sometimes provokes the researchers to deduce that it

glows in accordance with the second-order kinetics,
because a significant probability of retrapping induces
the enhanced peak width, as compared with the case
where the process runs in accordance with a linear
kinetics. Here, we propose a simple test which allows
the origin of TL-peak broadening to be established, i.e.
to reveal whether it is really an elementary peak which
glows in accordance with the second-order kinetics or is
composed of several closely situated elementary peaks,
which simulate a single general maximum.

LiF crystals, where an intensive TL peak with a
maximum at 141 K (Fig. 1) is observed, were chosen

Fig. 1. Low-temperature thermoluminescence (TL) curves for LiF:

initial specimen N 1 (1 ), the specimen preliminarily heated to

148 K (2 ), and specimen N 2 after -irradiation (3 )
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as objects of inquiry. This peak is characterized by a
significant half-width Æ = 16 K and is assumed to be
connected to the thermal release of self-trapped holes
(Vk centers) [4]. LiF doped with Mg and Ti (TLD-
100) is used in TL dosimetry, and a lot of works
are devoted to the researches of its thermoluminescent
properties. However, practically, all of them concern
high-temperature TL(T > 300K), with low-temperature
one (T < 300 K ) being studied in few works [4�10].
Another problem that was resolved in the present work
is the determination of the energies of thermal trap
activation, which are responsible for the peak at 141 K,
taking into account the structure of the latter.

2. Experimental Techniques and Data

Handling

2.1. Equipment and specimens

The TL researches of LiF crystals were carried out
in the temperature interval of 80�200 K. The rate of
specimen heating was 0:2 K=s and was maintained by
a computer program in the range of �5%. Specimens
0:5 � 8 � 8 mm3 in size were placed into a vacuum
cryostat and were excited by X-ray irradiation (U =
50 kV , I = 12 mA) through a small 0.5-mm-thick
beryllium window. Specimens were cleaved off from
the specially undoped LiF crystals grown for optical
applications (optical windows) and scientific researches.
Specimen No.2 was preliminarily irradiated with the
help of a -Co60 source at room temperature. We did
not use dosimetric-grade material Li:Mg:Ti (TLD-100),
because we had been convinced by many examples that
the trap energies cease to be discrete at a significant
concentration of impurities (1017 � 1018 cm�3).

2.2. Calculation of energies from fractional-TL

curves

The energies of trap activation were determined by
the initial rise method. The essence of the variant of
this method, which was applied by us, is that, after
the registration of the initial section of the TL curve,
the specimen was quickly cooled down to the initial
temperature. After recording the obtained data into
a file, the specimen was heated up again, the TL
signal was registered once more, and the cycle was
repeated iteratively. In order to provide approximately
the identical maximal intensities of fractional curves, the
specimen was heated up in each following cycle to a
temperature that was somewhat higher than that in the
previous cycle. The advantage of the initial rise method

lies in the fact that it allows one to obtain dozens of
uniform results, which essentially raises the ultimate
accuracy of the trap energy values. Moreover, separating
the registration stage from the mathematical handling
of experimental data in time allows one to carry out the
latter rather thoroughly. All this makes it possible to
determine the trap energies with a standard deviation
(SD) of 1�4 meV.

A specially developed computer program of data
handling provides a number of procedures, which were
described in our work [11]. Here, we mention only the
background exclusion procedure initially created for the
analysis of the TL peak at 176 K in NaCl [11]. This
peak is accompanied by a rather intensive glowing of
the tunnel origin which eventually slowly fades. In LiF,
the tunnel background accompanies the glowing of the
TL peak at 141 K. When the review TL curve is being
recorded (Fig. 1), it is practically imperceptible. The
registration of the fractional curves was carried out at
a higher sensitivity of the recording equipment (by 1�
2 orders of magnitude), which caused an increase of
the background intensity with respect to the maximal
intensity value of the fractional curve. Immediately after
the cooling of the specimen (�t < 5 s), the background
intensity can reach the 30%-level of the fractional curve
maximum. The fast component of the background was
eliminated by holding the specimen at a temperature of
80 K for t � 2 min, and the slow one was excluded
through the procedure described above. Then, using
the results obtained from the analysis of the fractional
curves and with the help of another computer program,
the dependence of the fractional energy on the ordinal
number of the curve was plotted. The trap activation
energy was determined as the value of the plateau on the
plot. An opportunity to obtain dozens of uniform values
for the fractional energy allows it to be determined with
rather a small SD (1�4 meV).

3. Results and Their Discussion

3.1. Research of the 141-K peak TL kinetics

In Fig. 1, the low-temperature parts of the LiF-TL
curves are shown. Curve 1 with a maximum at Tm =
141 K corresponds to the initial specimen No. 1. Curve
2 with Tm =146 K was obtained after a preliminary
heating of the excited specimen up to 148 K, followed
by a fast cooling down to 80 K. Curve 3 with Tm =
130 K corresponds to specimen No. 2 which was
irradiated by -Co60 at room temperature before X-ray
excitation.
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Fig. 2. Dependences of the temperature of the maximum of the

main TL peak on the lightsum obtained by varying the excitation

time (a) and by partial cleaning (b)

Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, but for the width of the TL peak at

141 K

The dependence of the position of the main TL peak
maximum on the manner of a preliminary treatment of
the specimen and a significant half-width of the peak
(Æ = 16 K) can be caused by two different reasons: (i)
the TL peak is nonelementary, i.e. it consists of two or
more elementary peaks and (ii) there is a significant
probability for the released carriers to be retrapped,
which leads to a retardation of the TL process. The peak
asymmetry parameter � = (T2 � Tm)=(T2 � T1), where
T1 and T2 are the temperatures that correspond to the
intensity equal to the half-maximum of the peak on its
low- and high-temperature sides, respectively, varies in
the range of 0.42�0.43, depending on the specimen and
the excitation conditions, i.e. it is close to the value
� = 0:42 which is characteristic of a linear kinetics of
TL [1].

To elucidate the mechanism of broadening for this
peak, we applied a simple test which consists in
analyzing the peak maximum position and the peak
width as functions of the lightsum which was varied
in two ways: (i) by varying the excitation time and
(ii) by heating the specimen excited at 80 K to
different intermediate temperatures with the following
fast cooling to the temperature of excitation and the
further registration of the residual peak.

If the TL peak is elementary, both ways should yield
identical results irrespective of the kinetics type. But,
in the case of the compound peak, the corresponding
dependences must differ. Really, if the peak is not
elementary and the concentration of the trapped carriers
is changed by a preliminary partial heating (annealing),

then those traps are mainly emptied, which are
connected to the low-temperature peak. Therefore, with
a reduction of the general-peak intensity, its maximum
position has to shift towards higher temperatures and
its width has to decrease. If the excitation time is
varied, these parameters can change in both directions,
depending on a relation between the filling rates for the
traps of different kinds during the excitation.

The results of these researches for sample No. 1
are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, from which it follows
that the TL peak at 141 K is composed by several
neighbor overlapped elementary peaks. At the lightsum
reduction due to the heating of the specimen to the
intermediate temperature (Figs. 2 and 3, curves a),
the parameters Tm and Æ quickly change firstly and
then, after the almost 10-fold reduction of the lightsum,
reach their saturation levels. The lightsum-independent
temperature position of the maximum means that the
high-temperature component consists of an elementary
peak (Tm = 145 K, Æ = 14 K) which glows according
to a linear kinetics. This peak obtained by the previous
heating of the specimen up to 148 K is presented in Fig. 1
by curve 2. On its high-temperature side, there is a TL
peak of low-intensity with a maximum at about 160 K
which permanently accompanies the dominant peak at
141 K [4�10].

The concentration of the filled traps, which are
responsible for the resulting TL peak at 141 K, turned
out to depend strictly linearly on the exposure time
within the limits of the applied exposure intervals tex =
16� 3600 s (the slope of the straight line
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Fig. 4. Dependences of the fractional energy (a), the background

(b), and the lightsum (c) on the ordinal number of the fractional

curve of the TL peak at 141 K

(� lnn)=(� ln tex) = 1:02). The linearity of the dose-
dependences testifies for the absence of a saturation
in the population of traps. At the same time, curve
b in Fig. 3 denotes some reduction of the width of
the general peak with increase in the exposure time.
Such a behavior can be explained by diminishing the
trap filling rate for the peak at 145 K with increase in
the exposure dose. Taking also into account the linear
character of the dose-dependence of the general peak,
one may draw a conclusion that, for the residual peak at
145 K, the saturation of the population of relevant traps
and the absence of a saturation for the low-temperature
component are observed simultaneously. The linear
dose-dependence indicates a significant concentration
of corresponding traps, which are probably induced
by own defects that are created during irradiation; in
the present case, these are self-trapped holes [4]. The
saturation of the high-temperature component (145 K),
on the contrary, testifies for the limited concentration
of corresponding traps. Therefore, we may attribute the
impurity nature to them.

Let us analyze the features in the behavior of the 141-
K peak width at its partial cleaning, in an assumption
that the peak is made up by the superposition of
only two elementary peaks which are characterized by
discrete energies of traps and glow in accordance with
a linear kinetics. In the absence of partial cleaning, the
width of the thermal peak is defined by its intensive
low-temperature component. If a partial cleaning is
carried out up to the temperature, at which the high-
temperature component makes a dominant contribution

into the intensity, it is this component that is responsible
for the peak width. In the intermediate case where
the approximately identical quantities of nonequilibrium
charges remain in the traps of both kinds, both the peaks
will make comparable contributions into the general
width. Therefore, the last must be maximal if, of course,
those peaks are somewhat diverse in temperature. The
experiment evidences for only a monotonous reduction of
the peak width and its further stabilization with increase
in the cleaning temperature (Fig. 3, curve b). Such a
behavior allows us to assume that the low-temperature
component is a result of the superposition of two or
more peaks. Here, a permanent redistribution of traps
in energy and/or frequency might take place.

3.2. Determination of trap parameters

The results of the preliminary fractional glowing of
the TL peak at 141 K obtained for specimen N 1 are
displayed in Fig. 4. Curve a illustrates the dependence
of the energy on the ordinal number of the fractional
curve (n = 1 � 76). This dependence is abnormal in
the sense that the energy does not grow with increase
in the fractional curve number, as was expected taking
into account the complex nature of the peak, but, on the
contrary, monotonously falls down from 0.40 to 0.34 eV.
As was mentioned above, the peak at 141 K is observed
against the luminescent background of the tunnel nature
which was subtracted by a specially developed program
in the calculation of the energy. The fast component of
the background was excluded by holding the specimen
at 80 K for 2 min before the registration of each
fractional curve. At the indicated holding time, the
relative reduction of the background intensity during
the registration of the fractional curve (about 1 min) did
not exceed 3%. The background intensity normalized to
1 is shown by curve b: Curve c displays the relative
variation of the lightsum after the registration of the
next fractional curve. A good correlation between those
dependences should be emphasized.

The described experiment turned out too long and
has not been carried out till the complete fading of
the peak at 141 K. The maximal temperature achieved
upon the recording of the last curve (n = 76), is
126 K only (denoted by an arrow in Fig. 1). The
following experiment was aimed at finding the threshold
activation energies of this compound peak. The time of
specimen excitation was increased three times, and the
sensitivity of recording systems was enhanced 10 times.
The results of calculations of the fractional energies
are shown in Fig. 5,a. The energy values determined
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from 50 fractional curves fell onto the plateau E =
(0:404 � 0:001) eV. Then the specimen was heated up
to a temperature of 145 K without the registration
of glowing and quickly cooled down. The rest of the
lightsum was exhausted during 5 cycles which were used
to find the energy of the high-temperature (at 145 K)
peak component E = (0:323� 0:004) eV (Fig. 5,a).

In addition to the computer-aided way, the
background can be diminished by holding the specimen
at 80 K for a long time after the registration of the
next fraction. After conditioning the specimen for 1 h.,
the background intensity did not exceed 0.2% of the
fractional curve maximum. The energies, calculated with
the compensation of the residual background, turned out
essentially larger: E = 0:48 eV (Fig. 5,b).

The low-intensity TL peak at 113 K is situated on
the low-temperature side of the main peak at 141 K.
Therefore, the activation energies of the corresponding
traps, which were determined by the initial rise method,
must have the overestimated values. Two first points
in Fig. 4,a with energies of about 0.29 eV correspond
to the glowing of this peak. Special conditions of
the experiment, namely the small excitation time and
high sensitivity of the registration system, ensured the
monotonous increase of the energy in the range 0.25�
0.40 eV for initial fractional curves. The energy of this
peak can be therefore estimated as E < 0:25 eV. The
intensity of the TL peak at 160 K turned out too small
in our specimens, so that we failed to determine the
energies of corresponding traps.

The presence of the background, which accompanies
the low-temperature TL in LiF, may be caused by a
low mobility of holes released from Vk centers and, at
the same time, by the opportunity for Vk centers to
execute thermally induced jumps at low (about 80 K)
temperatures through the rotation of the F�

2
-molecule

axis. Upon recording the next fractional curve, due to the
insignificant mobility of holes released from Vk centers,
only some of them reach the centers of recombination.
Other part of holes, having shifted from their previous
locations and having no time to recombine, become
frozen after the specimen being cooled. Some of those
displaced holes appear closely to recombination centers
and have an opportunity to recombine with them after
one or more thermally induced rotation jumps or to
tunnel directly into the excited state of the luminescence
center. The number of holes released in a fractional
cycle is proportional to the number of filled traps,
which defines the correlation between the intensity of
the background to be excluded and the residue of the
lightsum.

Fig. 5. Determination of the activation energies of the TL peak at

141 K making use of the specimen holding before the registration

for 2 (a) and 60 min (b)

The regularities in the energy spectrum of traps,
which are responsible for the peak at 141 K, correlate
in general with the conclusions made in Section 3.. The
activation energy of this peak was determined in work
[10]. Analyzing the peak shape, we get E1 = 0:234 eV
which is considerably smaller than the value obtained
by us. This may be a result of both neglecting the
complicated nature of the peak and the presence of
an intense background. The energy determined by the
initial rise method, on the contrary, turned out too
large: E2 = 0:428 eV. The close value can be obtained
for a specimen, if it was held for a long time (t >

0:5 h) before the registration and the background was
not compensated. The reason for the energy growth
from 0.404 to 0.480 eV for the peak at 141 K after
its long isothermal fading is unknown. To elucidate
the energy growth mechanism, special researches are
needed.

4. Conclusions

Thus, upon the study of the broad TL peak at 141 K,
it was established that this peak has a compound
structure and is made up by the superposition of
several close elementary peaks. The low-temperature
component of the peak at 141 K is a superposition of
two or more peaks. The high-temperature component
is composed of an elementary peak (Tm = 145 K),
which glows according to a linear kinetics, and
another low-intensity TL peak (Tm = 160 K)
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situated on the high-temperature side of the first
one. The energies of thermal activation of the traps
which govern the TL peak at 141 K are determined
taking into account its structure. Those traps can be
characterized by three values of the activation energy,
namely 0.48, 0.40 (the low-temperature components
of the peak), and 0.32 eV (the high-temperature
one).

We have proposed a method of analysis of complex
TL peaks, which allows one to establish the cause of
the peak broadening, i.e. to find whether the peak is an
elementary one glowing in accordance with the second-
order kinetics or a compound peak formed by several
closely situated elementary peaks.
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ÄÎÑËIÄÆÅÍÍß ÒÅÐÌÎËÞÌIÍÅÑÖÅÍÖI�

ÍÅËÅÃÎÂÀÍÈÕ ÊÐÈÑÒÀËIÂ LiF. 1. ÌÅÒÎÄ

ÀÍÀËIÇÓ ÑÊËÀÄÍÈÕ ÏIÊIÂ

ÒÅÐÌÎËÞÌIÍÅÑÖÅÍÖI�

À.Ô. Ãóìåíþê, Ñ.Þ. Êóòîâèé

Ð å ç þ ì å

Íåëåãîâàíi êðèñòàëè LiF äîñëiäæåíî ìåòîäàìè òåðìîëþìiíåñ-

öåíöi¨ (ÒË) â iíòåðâàëi òåìïåðàòóð 80�200 K. Íà ïðèêëàäi äî-

ñëiäæåííÿ øèðîêîãî ïiêà 141 Ê çàïðîïîíîâàíî ìåòîä àíàëiçó

ñêëàäíèõ ïiêiâ ÒË, ÿêèé äîçâîëÿ¹ âñòàíîâèòè ïðè÷èíó ðîçøè-

ðåííÿ ïiêà, òîáòî âñòàíîâèòè, ÷è öå åëåìåíòàðíèé ïiê, ÿêèé

âèñâi÷ó¹òüñÿ çà êâàäðàòè÷íîþ êiíåòèêîþ, ÷è âií ñêëàäà¹òüñÿ

iç äåêiëüêîõ áëèçüêî ðîçìiùåíèõ åëåìåíòàðíèõ ïiêiâ, ÿêi óòâî-

ðþþòü îäèí ñïiëüíèé ìàêñèìóì. Ìåòîä ïîëÿãà¹ ó äîñëiäæåí-

íi çàêîíîìiðíîñòåé ïîëîæåííÿ ìàêñèìóìó ïiêà òà éîãî øèðè-

íè ÿê ôóíêöié ñâiòëîñóìè, ÿêà çìiíþâàëàñü äâîìà ñïîñîáà-

ìè � âàðiàöi¹þ ÷àñó çáóäæåííÿ àáî æ ïðîãðiâàííÿì çðàçêà,

çáóäæåíîãî ïðè 80 K, äî ðiçíèõ ïðîìiæíèõ òåìïåðàòóð iç íà-

ñòóïíèì øâèäêèì îõîëîäæåííÿì äî òåìïåðàòóðè çáóäæåííÿ

òà ïîäàëüøîþ ðå¹ñòðàöi¹þ çàëèøêîâîãî ïiêà. ßêùî ïiê åëå-

ìåíòàðíèé, îáèäâà ñïîñîáè ïîâèííi äàâàòè iäåíòè÷íi ðåçóëü-

òàòè íåçàëåæíî âiä òèïó êiíåòèêè, ÿêùî æ ïiê ñêëàäíèé, òî

âiäïîâiäíi çàëåæíîñòi ïîâèííi âiäðiçíÿòèñÿ. Ïîêàçàíî, ùî ïiê

ÒË 141 Ê ñêëàäíèé, éîãî íèçüêîòåìïåðàòóðíà êîìïîíåíòà ¹

ñóïåðïîçèöi¹þ äâîõ ÷è é áiëüøå ïiêiâ, à âèñîêîòåìïåðàòóðíà

ÿâëÿ¹ ñîáîþ åëåìåíòàðíèé ïiê, ÿêèé âèñâi÷ó¹òüñÿ çà ëiíiéíîþ

êiíåòèêîþ. Òàêîæ âèçíà÷åíî åíåðãi¨ òåðìi÷íî¨ àêòèâàöi¨ ïàñ-

òîê, ÿêi çóìîâëþþòü ïiê ÒË 141 Ê. Âiäïîâiäíi ïàñòêè ìîæíà

õàðàêòåðèçóâàòè òðüîìà çíà÷åííÿìè åíåðãi¨ àêòèâàöi¨ � 0,48;

0,40 åÂ (íèçüêîòåìïåðàòóðíi êîìïîíåíòè ïiêà) òà 0,32 åÂ (âè-

ñîêîòåìïåðàòóðíà).
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